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The B@UNAM is an up-to-date educational alternative that is taught online
at the Jean Piaget Active School. The first call for this study mode was low.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to identify the internal and
external factors that inhibit the choice of students to study at the B@UNAM.
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Biography
My name is Roberto René Velasquez García,
I am 18 years old. One of my main hobbies is
to do Crossfit, I am currently preparing for a
competition of the same discipline, I was a
semi-professional basketball player. I have
played guitar for 3 years and I really like it.
With this project I've had two years of intense
readings, but it's a topic that I love. One of the
main pillars that motivated me to do my
project was to see Why is not there a good
response to technology in my school when it
comes to learning? Because only 10 students
chose a new system where technology is
paramount and 305 gave them distrust. In the
future I would like to do a curricular planning
where the technology for learning is seen as
the most important, since in Mexico it is
estimated that in 7 years the classrooms will
be much more populated than they already
are, to look for and distribute different
horizons In school so that many students
have a good learning space. First look for a
topic of your interest, know themselves and
what they want what they want to achieve a
future.


